Second Number Presents Again

Squad Has Stiff Practice At
Field—Fifteen Men Out—Snappy Work

The freshmen baseball squad turned out for practice on Saturday at
11am, with 15 members present.

About fifteen men showed up and all these candidates were
given work both with the stick and out in the field. At the close of
the practice the squad was divided and a scrimmage game was played which
ended in a 4-4 tie.

Manager R. G. Sams has succeeded in putting thirty candidates out for
the team and intends to divide the squad into two teams, having practi-
cially completed schedules for both his first and second teams. A call
will be given to a few men to try out for assistant manager. The men making
this team will be as near as possible a duplicate of the regular team.
The two prize descriptions in the next columns, gives the leading pieces
in the fire-hard officiating at the University of Medicine and Surgery.

The Architectural Society column gives quite full the smoke talks of
Sellers in December and January. The building materials section continued
from the previous number, dealing with "Lime" and "Concrete." These notes
were compiled for the students to serve as a text in a short course in
the class-room. The freezing of concrete and its effects are dealt with
by quoting recent engineering practice. The "Architectural Review" gives a
list of the work of architects illustrated in the magazines for the last half of
1910.

The cuts show the leading pieces in advanced, third and second years of
design.

PREXY'S WIFE RECEIVES

Technical Students Spent Evening
At Home Of Mrs. Maclaurin

Saturday evening about twenty-five Technical students spent an enjoyable
evening as the guests of Mrs. Maclaurin at her residence, 55 Bay State Road.

The evening was begun with several Tech songs, Mr. Richard officiating on
the piano. Then followed several solos and selections rendered on the Guiter.
Mr. and Mrs. Maclaurin, Mr. J. B. Scharff, Mr. Shaw, Mr. Nortrop and Mr.
H. T. Sumner were present from the faculty to give the students to serve as
a text in a short course in the class-room. The freezing of concrete and its effects
are dealt with by quoting recent engineering practice. The "Architectural Review"
gives a list of the work of architects illustrated in the magazines for the last half of
1910.

The cuts show the leading pieces in advanced, third and second years of
design.

EXCELLENT WORK IN
ARCHITECTURAL RECORD
Second Number Presents Again
Alumni And Student
Work

Appraiser last Thursday, the Archi-
tectural Section presents an enjoyable
work of the institute and its graduates
in the field of the decorative and archi-
tectural arts. From and to the office of the secretary of Architectural
Student Council is the general construction, floor, ceilings and
the ceilings required. The two prize
cuts show the leading pieces in
the fire-hard officiating at the
University of Medicine and Surgery.
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